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WINTER SOLSTICE  
Musings for the Solstice Contemplate! Withdraw! Be still! Activate the plan! 

In the pagan tradition, part of the Winter Solstice celebrations includes 

jumping over the solstice fire and letting go of things that one does not 

want to take into the new solar year. The winter Solstice is the point of 

the longest night and shortest day and over the Solstice there is a point 

where for 3 days the sun appears to stand still (Sol =the sun stice = 

stand still). Following this pause, the sun then starts the grow again and 

very gradually the nights start to become shorter and days longer. This 

seems to have an important link to resurrection stories where a hero or 

spiritual person dies and remains in the darkness to be reborn on the 

3rd day. It highlights death and the pause before the rebirth. 

Over the Winter Solstice a spiritual practice can be to contemplate the 

wonder of the darkness and to have a time of pause to reflect on what 

we are going to give birth to in the new solar year. Then we can be like 

the Goddess Cerridwen, who out of Her cosmic cauldron gives birth to 

all Life. This Solstice reflection is not so much a thinking planning 

process like setting goals or planning in the corporate sense, but is an 

intuitive contemplative openness where we open to the soul and allow 

it to give us insights into new ventures and possibilities that can benefit 

our own self and all of humanity. 

This has a number of links with the time we have experienced in the 

slowdown and withdrawal of COVID !9 which here in Australia followed 

the destruction and devastation of the bushfires. The connecting 

themes are death/destruction  withdrawal and renewal . Contemplate! 

Withdraw ! Be still !  Be ready to activate the divine plan from the 

ruminations within!! 
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